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GODDARD USD 265 
CLASSIFIED JOB DESCRIPTION 

 
POSITION:    Intermediate Instructional Para 
 
RESPONSIBLE TO:   Building Principal 
 
EVALUATED BY:   Building Principal or designee 
 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Classified Position 
      Hourly Rate of Pay 
 
PURPOSE OF POSITION: Provide classroom and program support for 

classroom teachers and students; assisting 
with instruction, material preparation, 
scheduling, communication, students’ 
personal needs, and logistics. 

 
ESSENTIAL DUTIES: 
 

1. Assists in regular routines including, but not limited to, student schedules, 
attendance, classroom work, and administrative records in classroom. 

2. Attends classes with students to keep them on task; fills out assignment sheets 
and keeps track of student assignment due dates and checks on past due 
assignments. 

3. Keeps tract of students’ grades, percentages, charts; reports to teacher on 
students’ progress or needs. 

4. Follows expectations of teachers and their lesson plans to assist in reinforcement 
and learning objectives. 

5. Monitors and tutors students one-on-one or in small groups as required by the 
teacher. 

6. Prepares bulletin boards; assists in planning by rearranging the room, cleaning, 
and maintaining general orderliness. 

7. Grades papers; copies and assembles materials for students in a time sensitive 
manner. 

8. Assists with field trips, and other supervisory duties as needed. 
9. Assists teacher / students with structured environment including, but not limited 

to, lessons, personal hygiene, supervision, behavior controlling techniques. 
10. Assists with scoring tests, uses computer; keeps records, makes reports as 

required; assists with procuring materials. 
 
OTHER DUTIES (Others may be assigned): 
 

1. Makes telephone calls as required. 
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2. Assists with program support; copying, running errands, and collating packets. 
3. Assists with reports and files as needed. 
4. Performs tasks of a seasonal nature during the year. 
5. Attends training and / or in-service necessary to occupation through the district as 

requested. 
6. A classified employee may be transferred at any time to any job which he/she is 

qualified to perform and when the transfer is deemed to be in the best interest of 
the district. 

7. Other duties as assigned by the building principal. 
 
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
 Must have one of the following: 48 hours college credit, or successfully complete 

the Para pro assessment test. Other qualifications consist of previous work 
experience and organizational ability; knowledge of and ability to work with 
children / students; knowledge and ability to work with classroom and office 
machines; word processing ability; interpersonal and telephone skills; ability to 
learn developmentally appropriate activities, attitudes and behaviors for the age 
range with which they work. 

 
ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
 
 Up to a thirty-five (35) hour workweek will be required. Sick and vacation day 

allowances are included in the district policy. 
 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS / ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: 
 

1. Manages all job duties to work with students in various circumstances inside and 
outside with mobility to move from place to place. 

2. Has agility and dexterity to focus on students and student activities. 
3. Has dexterity and strength to manually move, lift, pull or push objects. May 

include items up to fifty (50) pounds. 
4. Has agility and quick response to emergency situations. 
5. Able to work in moderate environmental conditions and noise levels. 
6. May be required to wear protective garments and / or gloves for exposure control 

under limited circumstances. 
 
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS / EVALUATION: 
 

1. Must support district mission, goals, and objectives. 
2. Must demonstrate capability to use classroom, adaptive and office machines and 

equipment including, but not limited to, computers, word processor, typewriter, 
copier, laminator, projectors, TV / VCR, etc. 

3. Must demonstrate knowledge appropriate to teacher’s daily and weekly education 
plans, curricular materials, and subject matter associated with students assigned. 
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4. Must demonstrate ability to learn discipline techniques to support teacher-
developed methodology to keep order in the classroom. 

5. Must display interpersonal and telephone skills. 
6. Must meet standards for essential functions in a time sensitive manner as 

determined by supervisor. 
7. Must meet all safety requirements as directed by the district. 
8. Must demonstrate strict confidentiality as to all information concerning students, 

parents, teachers, administrators, and USD 265 employees. 
9. A performance evaluation will be conducted according to district policy by the 

employee’s supervisor or their designee. 
 
 

I understand the job description that I have just read and can comply fully with all 
requirements with or without accommodations. 

 
 
__________________________________________ _______/_______/_______ 
  Employee’s Signature                               Date 
 
 
__________________________________________ _______/_______/_______ 
  Principal’s Signature                               Date 


